The millennial doctor developing aesthetic medicine

Doctor Reza Dehdab, known as the millennial doctor, developed a new method for treating scars. Previously, he developed a new method of strip harvesting hair transplant to obtain maximum hair grafts without leaving a visible scar.

Tehran, Mar 2, 2020 (Issuewire.com) - Dr Reza Dehdab, who is a well-known aesthetic doctor in Tehran, has developed a new method for treating scars, especially acne scars. Previously, he has developed a new way of strip harvesting hair transplant to obtain maximum hair grafts without remaining a visible scar.
as he is so young he is famous among young girls seeking cosmetic procedures.

doctor Dehdab says that non-surgical methods which use a minimally invasive way to perform a procedure are getting popular.

Doctor Dehdab has a strong belief in the style of dressing and believes that an aesthetic doctor should be stylish in the first place.
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